First Captive Breeding
of the Dusky Pionus

Pionus fuscus

by
Ramon P. Noegel & Greg A. Moss
Seffner, Florida

The Pionus family has long attracted the attention of exotic bird enthusiasts. The soft pastel coloring coupled with an active personality makes these birds a constant source of delight to all who see them in a collection. It has been my good fortune to have kept several species of Pionus off and on for ten years and to have on many occasions observed several species in their native habitats. In my opinion the dusky is one of the most beautifully colored of these small parrots.

Each of our original six were slightly different in color, some having a pinkish cast on the breast while others a more purple grey in this area. One Pionus authority visited us and said the sexes could be distinguished by the amount of white streaks on the cheeks and head. However, this was not borne out in our laproscopically sexed three pairs and was no doubt based only on a single egg laying specimen the person had in his collection.

In flight, these birds create a striking combination of blue, red, pink and white against their slate grey background color. Playful and inquisitive, they possess a very dark iris which keeps one from discerning what they might be feeling regarding human presence. The large, almost jet black eyes seem to be always sparkling with mischief.

The six we received were from a rather large shipment of approximately 100 of these birds that arrived in 1980. They sexed out four males and two hens but we were able to obtain another hen in place of one of the males thus giving us three pairs. Most recipients of this parrot have lost them due to stress. This was diagnosed as the cause of the death of one of our pairs. They arrived as young birds, fed well on a varied diet and appeared to adjust to their new environment. However, most of the aviculturists who have obtained the duskies have told me a similar tragic story of loss due to stress. We were fortunate in that our remaining two pairs seemed to thrive. The two that died within a year after receiving them were posted by two very knowledgeable avian veterinarians who found no major disease and concluded cause of death to be stress.

One of the two remaining pairs nested in May of '82 producing five eggs. All were infertile except what we believe was the fifth egg which failed to hatch, the chick, however, being fully formed. Dead-in-the-shell is not uncommon in a hen's first attempt at hatching. Movement in the egg as the chick begins to pick will often cause an inexperienced hen to move off the egg at this crucial period. Hence it is best to surrogate new hens' eggs under a good proven foster mother. We have done this with macaws, hawkhead parrots, golden conures and Amazons. Once we had a pair of double yellow head Amazons hatch and rear a scarlet macaw until it was nine days old at which time it was removed and hand reared. It was very fat compared to macaw chicks reared by their natural parents. It grew up to be an extremely large scarlet. Hawk head and golden conure chicks do exceptionally well with sun and jenday conures as foster parents. However, in the case of the duskies we had no foster parents we felt suitable for the task to surrogate them under.

Several breeders of Pionus told us our nest boxes were too shallow, the dimensions being 10'' x 10'' x 16'' in depth. However, from my in-the-field experience with various South American Psitt形es, a wide range of extremely different nesting cavities may be observed in any given species. Amazons, conures and Pionus will often nest in very cramped, shallow quarters and successfully rear a family. Bahaman Amazons on Abaco nest in the rock crevices due to lack of large trees with hollows; while on Great Inagua they nest in trees because there are adequate hollows. On Cayman Brac the Amazonus nest in tree limbs so small, one's fist would fill the cavity. They often rear three chicks in such cavities. Jamaican Amazons nest in very shallow holes, some being no more than six inches in depth. Yellow napes on the western side of Central America nest in the calabassa tree which is a stunted tree with hollow limbs and trunk. Due to the cutting of virtually all timber and the
Indians’ use of firewood, there are few trees left in this area. The napes have adapted to this tree which the Indians do not cut for firewood due to the poison smoke it emits. The red or orangethroated conure often nests in the inner walls of both active and dead volcanoes in Nicaragua and Honduras. These birds also nest in trees as well but seem to prefer the hot sun-struck lava rock of volcanoes for some reason.

These colony nest sites may accommodate as many as fifty pairs in the various crevices on the eastern inner side of these craters where the afternoon sun strikes the entrances to the nests.

That many aviculturists go to great lengths to simulate logs, trees, etc. only reveals their lack of actual habitat experience. Parrots are the most adaptive of birds. This, no doubt, explains their wide range of existence. It is also obvious such adaptability does not take several generations. Cage pets will readily nest on the floor of their cage, in a dark corner of a closet, etc. My grandmother annually bred her single pair of budgies that nested in her sewing machine drawer. A well known pair of yellow napes breed indoors in a shoebox placed on the floor of the parrot cage they live in. This accomplishment is something to take note of as all of us can attest who have had to hand rear napes or pull the fertile eggs to keep them from being destroyed by the parent birds.

All this is said in order to clear the atmosphere of confusion so often raised by diehard aviculturists who set limitations on birds that are so very versatile in their adaptations. The fact is, we who keep exotic parrots really know so little about them. That they survive our setups and preconceived ideas is a tribute to their sturdiness and adaptability.

The 1983 season found the pair of duskies that nested in ’82 with four fertile eggs. The first two were discovered April 28th and it is assumed laying occurred every other day though we did not check the nest on a daily basis. The second pair deposited an egg on May 1st. Again eggs were thought to have been laid every other day. Inspection on the tenth of May revealed four eggs in this nest. As both hens sat tight it was difficult to tell when the eggs began hatching.

On May 26th an inspection revealed the hen of pair one to have eaten three of her eggs. This act was no doubt triggered as the eggs began to hatch. The remaining egg was placed under the sec-
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Anondpair that inspection revealed to have four eggs; three fertile and one infertile. The infertile egg was removed and replaced with the fertile egg from pair one. It might here be added that on the inspection date just mentioned one of pair two’s eggs was picked and a lively chick could be heard inside. All four eggs hatched that week for inspection six days later gave us the happy sight of four thriving youngsters. The parents proved the best providers I’ve ever witnessed. The hen was seldom seen off the nest and the cock fed on anything placed in the feeder. Large quantities of soaked whole wheat bread, fruits, vegetables, seeds, scrambled egg, cheese and, of course, fresh corn on the cob were provided. It seems that he fed both the hen and the chicks as he was frequently in the box and we seldom saw her leave the nest. As a result of her protectiveness we seldom got a peek at the chicks.

The four young duskies were pulled for handfeeding at two weeks of age and have continued to thrive and have been weaned now for about three months. From the early pair bonds it would appear to be two pair but we will have to wait to have them sexed in a year or so. I have readily observed such early pair bonding in our captive bred Amazons. If kept in a group of ten or so, young, as we do with our young leuccephala, faster pair bonds will emerge as early as October of the year they were hatched in. Most nesting of these Amazons occurs in April and May. Hatching occurs twenty-six to twenty-eight days after incubation commences. This means the young pair bond at about four months of age.

Due to our inexperience in breeding Pionus the dusky would appear to be an easily captive bidd bird. It is hoped many others will wish to try as these birds are not overly common in aviculture and should be an enjoyable addition to any collection.

Contrary to common belief, A.A.J. (John) Stoodley of England has informed me he has not bred this bird but did accomplish a cross between a dusky hen and another species of the Pionus family.
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HANDBRED BABY YELLO NAPE AMAZONS. Beautiful, fat, healthy babies. Handfed from day six. All of our birds have been handfed to assure you the best birds. Aged between 3-5 months. Super tame to assure you a loveable pet. Some are already starting to talk. These birds are the best talkers in the world. Some birds are still being handfed, some are already weaned. We will include a special feeding syringe for easy feeding. Dealers and pet owners will contact us for quantity prices. Lin-Deco, FL. 813-885-9614.
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COCKATIELS: breeders and handled babies, lutino pearls, lutinos, cinnamon pearl pieds, cinnamon pearls, cinnamon pieds, cinnamon, pearl pieds, heavy pieds, golded pearls, also splits. W. Covina, CA; call Pat, (618) 339-7866.

‘64 HATCH CLOSED BANDED handled Blue fronts, Yellow crowned Amazons, Sun conures, Moustached parakeets, Maroon bellied conures, African greys, Sulphur crested cockatoo, Blue & Gold, Severes, Double yellow head, Crimson winged parakeets. DMC FARMS, Fort Myers, FL (813) 936-1927.

‘64 HATCH BLUE ROSELLAS $175, Gold mantles $125, Plum heads $100, Red rumps (yellow & normal), Princess of Wales (natural pair at least 3 years old). Howard Burke, Covina, CA (618) 967-2636.

AMERICAN AND ABYSSINIAN GUINIA PIGS (show winning stock). Howard Burke, Covina, CA. Call (618) 967-2636.


RED-FRONTED MACAW, Surgically Sexed Female. Tanz. Spoon-fed Central American Scarlet Macaws and Buffon Macaw, Caloosa Aviaries, Ft. Myers, FL (618) 481-6543.

PANAMAS, SPOON-FED BABIES: Yellow Napes plus other species of spoon-fed Amazons. Caloosa Aviaries, Ft. Myers, FL (618) 481-6543.

HAND-FED BABY CONURES: Suns, Jendays, Gold Caps, Peach-Fronted, Finches & a several varieties of hybrids. Caloosa Aviaries, Ft. Myers, FL (618) 481-6543.

ARIZONA BRED AND HAND-FED BABIES—all hatchet between 3-1-84 and 4-31-84. Black headed Caques, Yellow Napes, St. Thomas and Souanci conures, White-crown Punos, Meyers & Brown-headed Parrots, Orange Chin and Grey (Red-Tail) Parakeets, also breeding age size D.H. pairs $1000. Call Larry or Pam (206) 987-9235.

SURGICALLY SEXED BIRDS: Toco toucans $1800 pr., Blue and gold macaws $1200 pr., Red headed Amazon parrots $500 pr., Double yellow head Amazon parrots (Magina) $500 each, Piping guns $350 pr., 1983 male Scarlet macaw $1500, 1982 male Military macaws $800. Greater curassows $700 pr., African spurwing plovers $150 each, Black swans $400 pr., Cacklers $150 pr., Orinoco geese $150 each, Rajah Shekelducks $125 each. Michael Cofey, P.O. Box 1933, San Benito, Texas 78586. Phone (512) 399-9382.

HANDFED FROM DAY 1 — Military, and Yellow collared macaws, Double yellow-headed parrots, Alexandrines, sexed mature Yellow heads. All reasonable References. George Lackley, Texas, (512) 767-1479.

SAVE — new and used Bird Books, Cage Bird, Ornithology, Game Bird, Game Fowl and Poultry — many imported titles. All prices at reduced prices. Send SS&E for a FREE list. I'm Book Service, 310 Maria Drive, Waitsau, WI 54401.

ROSEBREASTED COCKATOO BIDDERS healthy, in good feather, $1,300. Will ship. Call (317) 782-4038 or 888-2000, Indianapolis, IN.

LEADBEATER'S COCKATOOS BIDDERS fully acclimated, exceptional condition, $3,500. Will ship. Call (317) 782-4038 or 886-2000, Indianapolis, IN.

SCARLET CHESTED PARAKEETS, Yellow fronted kakarikis, and lovebirds. Healthy, aviary raised, unrelated, 1983 hatch. San Diego area (619) 267-7353.

HAND-BRED BABIES: We are now taking reservations for our 1984 domestic babies. We specialize in macaws and parrots: Hyacinth, Blue & Gold, Catalina, Green-winged, Red fronted, African greys, Green, Tan, Alexandrine, ringneck parakeet. Send SS&E for our price list. SANDY CREEK FARM, Rt. 2, Box 350-H, Sarasota, FL 33582. Call (619) 322-2006.

HANDBRED BABY TOCO TOUCANS. Also tame Red-Billed Toucan and tame Baby Hawk-headed Parrot. Caloosa Aviaries, Ft. Myers, FL (618) 481-6543.

FOR SALE: BOOKLET, Avaries and Cages, produced by the African Love Bird Society, includes articles by 10 leading aviculturists from the U.S., along with many sketches and photos. Price $4.95, add $1.50 postage for U.S., Canada, Mexico. Add $1.50 postage for all other foreign orders. ALBS, P.O. Box 142, San Marcos, CA 92069.

ALEXANDRINE PARAKEETS, Spoon-Fed Babes, tame & talking; also Spoon-fed Indian Ringnecks, including Lutino and Blue Mutations. Caloosa Aviaries, Ft. Myers, FL (618) 481-6543.

MADAGASCAR LOVEBIRDS bred in my aviary. Unrelated pair, reasonably priced. Call (503) 632-1166 Oregon. 5:30-7:00 a.m. or 4:30-10:30 p.m. (PST)

BEE POLLEN — Powder (birds only) $3.50 per lb. Nuggets (birds & people $4.50 per lb. U.P.S. prepaid Add 1 lb. for shipping container. Bulk rates available. Other Bee Products also. Ask us Steve Sullivan, 2349 First Ave., San Bernardino, CA 92405, (714) 867-1455.

LADY GOLDIAN FINCHES, red heads raised outdoors by their own parents, fully colored yearlings. Mike Beat, 9631 Bellchert Street, Downey, CA 90242. Phone (213) 803-6689.

SCARLET MACAW CHICKS: I have two Scarlet Macaw chicks born January, 1984, that were hand raised in our aviary’s. They are a little spoilt but tame and a lot of fun! Will sell them to a good home for $1500 each. Interested parties call Lisa Volk in Kansas City, MO at (816) 753-1976.


INOCUBATOR HATCHED, handfed from day one. Totally loving baby cockatoos and macaws. Tritons, rose-breasted, and cockatoo hybrids. Prices start at $1500. Macaw babies available; scarlets, hyacinth, caine, and many different hybrids. Prices start at $1500. Los Angeles area (802) 496-2379.


BIRD AND SUPPLIES - South American, Indo- 
nesian, and African birds, s/s and domestic birds available. English budgies, feed and breeding units. Warner Aviaries, Box 1042, Hesperia, CA 92345. (619) 244-1705.

DOMESTICALLY BREED in our aviaries, hand raised and shipped in our home. Baby Blue fronted, Yellow fronted, Double yellow head, and Yellow naped Amazons. Voren's Aviaries, Florida, (305) 793-5528.

BREEDING: Insects, flowers, etc., section on 
neural and muscular system of birds. See also 
WAXBILLS and ALASKAN BIRDS. Available post 
and at a discount. 

BREEDING AND PRODUCING: The best available birds. Send SAS.E to H. Bryant, P.O. Box 1445, Elyria, Ohio 44035.

PUREBRED BIRD SHOWS: Compliments of The 
Society diner, or any other animal shelter. Send SAS.E to: E. and C. Enterprises, Box 387, Corvallis, OR 97330. Phone (503) 531-2473.

CUTTLEBONE - best batch yet! New lower prices! 6-13" and cleaned. 5 @ $3.90 per lb. (10 @ $3.90), 10 lbs @ $3 per lb (50 @ $3.90). SCHROEDER & ATKINSON, 644 South Ipswich, New Bedford, MA 02740. Ph. (213) 776-6486. All orders prepaid and shipped freight collect.
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